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Bulwark is the leading provider for Information Security products & solutions in the Middle 
East and North African region. Headquartered in Dubai, with offices in Dubai Silicon Oasis, 
Bulwark serves the entire region with innovations from more than 20 cutting-edge technology 
vendors and works with more than 500+ channel partners, with the aim of bringing the best in 
technology to customers in the region. Customers from various sectors including Banking & 
Finance, Government, Oil & Gas, Defense, Manufacturing, Hospitality, Medical, and Education, 
rely on solutions distributed by Bulwark for securing and managing their IT infrastructure. 
Bulwark has won numerous industry awards for leadership in IT sales and support and has 
been rated as the best VAD in the region.

Bulwark Technologies has expanded its operations in the Indian sub-continent with head 
office in Bangalore. Bulwark’s India office provides best support through a robust partner 
network to its growing customer base in India.

Bulwark partners with best-of-breed technology vendors, offering 
award-winning products with excellent customer service. We deliver 
round-the-clock value-added services through our partner network 
across the Middle East region.

About Us
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• Pre-sales Consultancy

• Sales and Technical Training

• Demo and POC Support

• Implementation Services

• Joint Marketing and Communications Activities

• Partner Loyalty Programs

• Timely Technical Support

• Channel Enablement Sessions

Value Added Services Provided by Bulwark

Your Trusted Security Partner offering Value-Added
Services for IT Security Solutions
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• Next Generation Firewall /UTM
• Endpoint Security Solutions
• Antivirus/ Anti-Malware Solution
• Enterprise Content Firewall/ File Sync & Sharing & Mobile Collaboration
• Secure Managed File Transfer
• Email Archival-On Premise
• Adaptive Deception Technology/ Real-Time Breach Detection & Prevention
• Web Vulnerability Assessment/ Penetration Testing/ Integrated Vulnerability  Management
• DDoS Protection
• Centralized Alerts & Notifications Management Platform – Omnichannel Gateway
• Networking Access Points/ Switches / Routers
• Data Loss Prevention (DLP)/ Endpoint Protection
• Enterprise Mobility Management/ Mobile Device Management
• Privileged Identity/ Access Management (PIM/PAM)
• Cloud Email Services – Security/ Archival/ Business Continuity
• Web Application Firewall (WAF)
• Insider Threat Detection
• User Behavior Analysis
• Employee Monitoring
• IT Auditing/Risk Mitigation
• Cyber Range Cybersecurity Training & Simulation Platform
• Endpoint Detection & Response
• Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
• Hardware Security Module/ Enterprise Secure Key Manager/ Atalla Payment HSM
• Network Monitoring & Mapping
• Multi-Factor Authentication
• Classroom Management/ IT Asset Management
• Hardware Encrypted USB Drives
• Patch Management/ DNS Security/ EDR/Email Security
• Network Access Control (NAC)
• Work from Home/ Workspace Virtualization/ Secure Remote Access
• Smart ID/ PKI/ SSO 

Solutions Offering in Middle East
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Solutions Offering in India
• Secure Managed File Transfer
• Multi-Factor Authentication
• Privileged Identity & Access Management (PIM / PAM)
• Insider Threat Detection/ User Behavior Analysis/ Employee Monitoring
• Cloud Email Services – Security/ Archival/ Business Continuity
• Hardware Security Module
• Enterprise Mobility Management/ Mobile Device Management
• E-mail Archival-On Premise
• Hardware Encrypted Flash Drives / Disc Drives
• Patch Management/ DNS Security/ EDR/ Email Security
• Adaptive Deception Technology/ Real-Time Breach Detection & Prevention
• Network Monitoring & Mapping
• Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
• Work from Home/Workspace Virtualization/Secure Remote Access
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Our Product Portfolio

Single Sign On (SSO) Device Auto-Onboarding

Auto-Discovery

Customized Reporting

Authorization

One Admin Control

Virtual Grouping

Fine-Grained Access Control

Privilleged Elevation &
Delegation Management (PEDM)

Text & Video Logs

Session Monitoring

Workflow

Password Vault

Multi-factor Authentication

ARCON:  Arcon is a leading Information Risk Management Solutions provider, specializing 
in Privileged Access Management and continuous Risk Assessment solutions.

ARCON Privileged Access Management (PAM) is a leading global product and a robust 
solution that mitigates risks arising out of Privileged Identity and Access Management and 
helps meeting compliance requirements.
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Sophos: Sophos is a leader in next-generation endpoint and network security solution 
and as the pioneer of synchronized security develops its innovative portfolio of endpoint, 
network, encryption, web, email and mobile security solutions to work better together. 
Sophos makes IT security simple with next generation solutions that protect networks, 
servers and devices, wherever they are.

Sophos Network Protection: Offers powerful Unified Threat Management for your entire 
network through the below mentioned solution offerings:
• XG Next-Gen Firewall
• Secure Wi-Fi
• Secure Email Gateway

Sophos Server/End-user Protection: Offers Servers, endpoint, mobile and web 
security-licensed per user not device, through the below mentioned solution offerings:
• Sophos Central Protection for Endpoint & Servers
• Safeguard Encryption
• Mobile Device Management

Accellion: The Accellion secure file sharing and governance platform empowers millions 
of professionals all over the world to share sensitive information with external partners 
simply, securely, and in compliance. When users click the Accellion button inside an email, 
mobile or enterprise app, they know it’s the simplest way to securely share sensitive 
information with the outside world. By giving users an easy, secure external 
communication channel, CISOs prevent data leaks, protect against malicious attacks, and 
eliminate shadow IT.

The Accellion CISO Dashboard provides complete visibility to all information exchanged 
across the Accellion platform, including detailed drill downs on what is being shared, who 
is sharing it, where it is coming from, and where it is going. The Accellion CISO Dashboard 
arms you with the information you need to understand the pervasive threats that arise 
from sharing content across enterprise borders, develop proactive plans to address them, 
and assess the effectiveness of your preventative policies, programs and systems. 
Accellion’s solutions have been used by millions of end users and have been installed at 
more than 3,000 of the world’s leading corporations and government agencies.

Mimecast: Mimecast (NASDAQ: MIME) was born in 2003 with a focus on delivering 
relentless protection. Each day, we take on cyber disruption for our tens of thousands of 
customers around the globe; always putting them first, and never giving up on tackling 
their biggest security challenges together. We are the company that built an intentional 
and scalable design ideology that solves the number one cyberattack vector – email. We 
continuously invest to thoughtfully integrate brand protection, security awareness training, 
web security, compliance and other essential capabilities. Mimecast is here to help protect 
large and small organizations from malicious activity, human error and technology failure; 
and to lead the movement toward building a more resilient world. 

Heimdal Security: Heimdal Security is the European leader in proactive & reactive 
security for leading edge endpoint protection. The proactive approach and smooth patch 
deployment offered by Thor Foresight is now strengthened by Thor Vigilance’s strong 
reactive protection with 100% detection. The synergy of preventing the unknown and 
catching the known. Unparalleled vulnerability management, Automated patch 
deployment, Perimeter level DNS Security along with Endpoint admin privilege 
management and advanced Email Security makes it a holistic security platform for all 
sectors of business. 
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Accops: Accops enables secure and instant access to business applications from any 
device and network, ensuring compliant enterprise mobility for business users while 
keeping governance with the organization. 

Accops’ workspace virtualization, access gateway and identity management solution suite 
help organizations to consolidate the distributed end user application infrastructure and 
bring endpoint management to the datacenter, improving the overall network security and 
reducing IT operational costs.

Accops is a single stop shop to build an integrated workspace for business users, 
providing seamless access to modern web applications, SaaS applications, client-server 
applications, legacy applications, virtual applications and virtual desktops.

CyberCyte: CyberCyte is a UK based cybersecurity company providing a framework of 
solutions based on the concept of Circle of Zero Trust utilising identity management, 
network access control and DNS security.  CyberCyte products has become the preferred 
technology in major international banks, enterprises and government agencies to protect 
their users and digital assets seamlessly with minimum operational overhead. 
Identification of cyber espionage, malicious data exfiltration and zero-day attacks are the 
key focus areas of CyberCyte.

HelpSystems Robotic Proccess Automation (RPA): Automate Enterprise is a 
scalable enterprise automation solution designed to go beyond basic robotic process 
automation to integrate frontend and backend automated workflows across your 
organization. The robust feature set also helps you meet internal and external SLAs, enable 
DevOps, and comply with industry regulations.
Automate Enterprise offers superior flexibility and scalability by allowing you to purchase 
only the product modules you need. Features like the Automate Enterprise Ops Console, 
the Enhanced Security and Auditing Platform, and the Extended Agent Server are 
packaged as add-ons for users looking for advanced functionality. HelpSystems has been 
helping businesses maximize efficiency through automation and robots for over thirty 
years. Automate Enterprise is the product of our expertise a platform with the flexibility to 
automate mission-critical IT and business processes for any organization.

GoAnyWhere MFT: GoAnywhere Managed File Transfer is a comprehensive solution 
that will manage your organization’s file transfer software, file sharing, secure FTP, and 
automation needs through a single interface using the various protocols(HTTPS, 
SFTP,FTPS, AS2) in compliance with the regulations (PCI,GDPR, HIPPA,FISMA etc)
GoAnywhere's MFT software has the flexibility to simplify, secure and audit:

• Batch server-to-server file transfers
• User-to-system ad-hoc file transfers
• Person-to-Person file collaboration

HelpSystems: HelpSystems: Organizations around the world rely on HelpSystems to 
make IT lives easier and keep businesses running smoothly. Our software and services 
monitor and automate processes, encrypt and secure data, and provide easy access to 
the information people need.

SERVER TO SERVER PERSON TO PERSON
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Intermapper: Intermapper helps you create a network map, giving you a live view of 
what's happening on your network, mapping & monitoring more than your IT Network. 
Color-coded statuses tell you what's up and what's down. A variety of map layout options 
and icon choices help bring your unique IT environment to life. environment customers 
worldwide in sectors that include defense, healthcare, finance, energy, consumer products, 
and other key industries.

Clearswift: Intermapper Clearswift is trusted by organizations around the world to 
prevent cyber threats and protect critical information. Its Adaptive Cyber Security and Data 
Loss Prevention solutions provide an unparalleled layer of inspection, sanitization, and 
threat prevention, enabling secure collaboration through across email, web, endpoint and 
cloud applications.
Whether to help secure email, the web, the cloud, Office 365 or the endpoint, Clearswift 
solutions offer an unparalleled level of content threat protection for businesses operating 
in the critical infrastructure space. The product suite includes: 

• SECURE Email Gateway • SECURE Exchange Gateway • SECURE Web Gateway 
• SECURE ICAP Gateway • Argon for Email • Secure Archiving • Email Encryption 
• Endpoint DLP • Information Governance Server

The products can be deployed as standalone solutions, as a fully-integrated suite – the 
Aneesya Platform – or be used to enhance existing systems in place, whether on premise or 
in a cloud-based email platform such as Microsoft Office 365 or Gmail.

Netwrix: Netwrix: Change auditing is the essential process of maintaining every 
organization’s security, governance and compliance requirements. Organizations need to 
keep track of changes to their IT environments and regularly assess current system 
configuration to detect security violations, troubleshoot issues, prevent downtimes and 
maintain continuous compliance with security standards and industry regulations. 
Netwrix meets these needs with simple, efficient and affordable solutions that do not 
require invasive deployments or extensive maintenance efforts, that impact critical IT 
infrastructure and are expensive in terms of both time and money. Netwrix Auditor 
platform enables auditing of the broadest variety of IT systems, including Active Directory, 
Exchange, File Servers, SharePoint, SQL Server, VMware, Windows Server and others. It also 
supports privileged user activity monitoring in all other systems, even if they do not 
produce any logs, via user activity video recording with the ability to search and replay. 
This visibility enables our customers to understand where sensitive data is located, what 
the risks around it are and what activity is threatening its security.

Netwrix Auditor for 

Active Directory
Netwrix Auditor for 

O�ce 365 

Netwrix Auditor for

Windows File Servers
Netwrix Auditor for 

EMC
Netwrix Auditor for

NetApp

Netwrix Auditor for 

SharePoint
Netwrix Auditor for

Windows Server

Netwrix Auditor for

VMware

Netwrix Auditor for 

Azure AD 
Netwrix Auditor for

Exchange

Netwrix Auditor for 

Oracle Database
Netwrix Auditor for

SQL Server

Netwrix Auditor for 

Network Devices

Netwrix Auditor for 

Nutanix Files
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Utimaco: Utimaco is a leading manufacturer of Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) that 
provide the Root of Trust to many industries, from financial services and payment to the 
automotive industry, cloud services and the public sector. We keep cryptographic keys and 
digital identities safe protecting your critical digital infrastructures and high value data 
assets. Our products enable innovation and support the creation of new business by 
helping to secure critical business data and transactions.

iStorage: iStorage is the trusted global leader in delivering award winning , Pin 
authenticated , Military grade Hardware encryption enabled date Storage and cloud 
encryption devices.
Istorage is one of the most rugged and innovative range of devices that offer securely 
encrypt, store and protect data to military standards; safeguarding valuable and sensitive 
data to ensure compliance with stringent regulations and directives such as GDPR, HIPAA, 
SOX, NRC, GLB and DHS Initiatives. iStorage is creative in conceptualizing and delivering 
ground-breaking products, consisting of USB flash, hard disk, and solid-state drives in 
capacities of up to 16TB, that are designed and developed in the UK at affordable prices. 
iStorage also offers devices with remote management features that facilitate secure data 
sharing with utmost convenience. Today, iStorage products are used by government, 
military and many renowned multinational corporations as well as consumers in over 50 
countries, with the mantra that encryption is an essential commodity required by all.

Endpoint Protector by CoSoSys (EPP): Endpoint Protector by CoSoSys is a leading 
developer of endpoint centric Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solutions and security software. 
Its flagship product, Endpoint Protector, is an advanced all-in-one DLP solution for 
Windows, macOS, and Linux as well as Thin Clients, that puts an end to unintentional data 
leaks, protects from malicious data theft and offers seamless control of portable storage 
devices. Its content filtering capabilities for both data at rest and in motion, range from 
predefined content based on dictionaries, regular expressions and machine learning to 
profiles for data protection regulations such as GDPR, HIPAA etc.

Inter-
Banking

Alternative /
Mobile Payment

Card
Issuance

Key
Management

Signature
Creation /

Document Signing

Code
Signing

PKI

Key
Injection

Authentication
Identity and Access

Management

Atalla
Innovation in Payments

ESKM
Key Management

CryptoServer
The Root of Trust HSM Creating Trust in the Digital Security

Certifications :
iStorage is the world’s first and only vendor to attain the 
following government certifications on the diskAshur 
PRO2 and diskAshur DT2 range of PIN authenticated, 
hardware encrypted, HDDs and SSDs:  FIPS 140-2 Level 2/3, 
NCSC CPA, NLNCSA BSPA and NATO Restricted level. In 
addition to the above certifications, the iStorage premi-
um flash drive, the datAshur PRO has also been certified 
to: FIPS 140-2 Level 3, NLNSCA DEP-V and NATO Restricted 
level.
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Radware: Radware is a global leader of application delivery & cyber security solutions for 
virtual, cloud & software defined data centers. Our award-winning solutions portfolio 
delivers service level assurance for business-critical applications, while maximizing IT 
efficiency. Redware solutions empower more than 10,000 enterprise & carrier customers 
worldwide to adapt to market challenges quickly maintain business continuity & achieve 
maximum productivity while keeping costs down.

Nexus:  Nexus, a part of IN Groupe, is an innovative identity management company. They 
secure society by enabling trusted identities for people and things. 
Nexus develops a range of security products that form the Nexus Smart ID platform. 
Through the Smart ID solution, we enable companies worldwide to issue and manage the 
lifecycle of trusted workforce identities as well as identities for workplace devices and the 
internet of things (IoT). The Nexus Smart ID platform empowers businesses to implement a 
smooth, automated, and governed environment for secure trusted identities.With presence 
across Europe, Asia, and the US, Nexus has dedicated development centres in India, 
Sweden, and Germany. 

Acunetix: Acunetix automatically scans off-the-shelf and custom-built websites for web 
vulnerabilities, detecting and reporting on over 3000 vulnerabilities including SQL Injection 
and XSS and out-of-band vulnerabilities such as Blind SQL Injection. Acunetix fully 
supports HTML5, JavaScript and AJAX-heavy websites, allowing auditing of complex, 
authenticated applications. Acunetix also includes integrated vulnerability management 
features to extend the enterprise’s ability to comprehensively manage, prioritize and 
control vulnerability threats ordered by business criticality. Available on Premise or Online. 

Acunetix Online: Acunetix Online acts as a virtual security officer for any sized company, 
scanning websites, including integrated web applications, web servers and any additional 
perimeter servers for vulnerabilities without the need to license or install software. Acunetix 
Online will scan the website with its industry-leading crawling and scanning technology, 
including full HTML 5 support, and its unmatched SQL injection and Cross-Site Scripting 
detection capabilities.
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Ekran System Inc.: Ekran System is a universal threat protection solution to help with 
employee monitoring, third party service provider control and regulation compliance. 
Monitoring user activities on both servers and desktops, Ekran System Inc. provides 
comprehensive screen video log for each user session together with synchronized 
multi-layered metadata such as application names, keystrokes, Visit URLs, connected 
devices, entered commands, started scripts and more.

TrapX Security: TrapX Security is the pioneer and global leader in cyber deception 
technology. Their DeceptionGrid solution rapidly detects, deceives, and defeats advanced 
cyber-attacks and human attackers in real-time. DeceptionGrid also provides automated, 
highly accurate insights into malicious activity, unseen by other types of cyber defenses. By 
deploying DeceptionGrid, you can create a proactive security posture, fundamentally 
halting the progression of an attack while changing the dynamic of cyber-attacks by 
shifting the burden to the attack.

Cyberbit: Cyberbit is the global leading provider of cyber ranges. Their cloud and 
on-premise cyber ranges deliver over 100,000 training sessions annually across 5 continents. 
Cyberbit’s customers include Fortune 500 companies, leading telecom operators, MSSPs 
and system integrators, police departments, governments and militaries. Cyberbit Range is 
available as a cloud-based service or on-premise, customizable software platform.Cyberbit 
Range prepares cybersecurity teams for attacks, by delivering a hyper-realistic experience 
that immerses them in a virtual SOC where they use real-world security tools to respond to 
real-world, simulated cyberattacks. As a result, Cyberbit Range dramatically increases SOC 
team performance, reduces incident response times, improves teamwork, and accelerates 
evaluation, hiring, and certification.
ESET: For 30 years, ESET® has been developing industry-leading IT security software and 
services for businesses and consumers worldwide. With solutions ranging from endpoint 
and mobile security, to encryption and two-factor authentication, ESET’s high-performing, 
easy-to-use products give consumers and businesses the peace of mind to enjoy the full 
potential of their technology. ESET unobtrusively protects and monitors 24/7, updating 
defenses in real-time to keep users safe and businesses running without interruption. 
Evolving threats require an evolving IT security company. Backed by R&D centers worldwide, 
ESET becomes the first IT security company to earn 100 Virus Bulletin VB100 awards, 
identifying every single “in-the-wild” malware without interruption since 2003.

MailStore: MailStore Server is one of the world’s leading solutions for email archiving, 
management and compliance for small and medium-sized businesses. Businesses can 
benefit from all advantages of modern, secure email archiving with MailStore Server.

SecurEnvoy: SecurEnvoy is a leading UK based provider of award-winning multifactor 
authentication (“MFA”) software solutions, which utilize a user’s mobile device as the 
‘something you own’ component of MFA. With SecurEnvoy’s token less multi factor 
authentication, you identify people, not devices. That means employees can use whatever 
device they like to confirm their identity, whether that’s a desktop PC the latest wearable, or 
their personal smartphone. As pioneers in the development of Tokenless® authentication, 
SecurEnvoy has enabled over 1,000 organizations across the world bolster their identity and 
access management security safeguards with innovative and easy to deploy 
authentication solutions, which maximize the value of a customers’ existing technology 
infrastructure and enable a user to authenticate at anytime and anywhere. SecurEnvoy is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Shearwater Group plc (AIM: SWG), the London Stock Exchange 
listed provider of digital resilience solutions.
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EnGenius: EnGenius is the pioneer of Long-Range high-power wireless solution provider 
in the telecommunication industry. As a leader of wireless technology, EnGenius stays 
ahead of the trends and promises to provide high quality products and services to its 
customers globally. The vendor features a complete product line for all wireless 
environments, from enterprise class wireless communications systems which includes 
long-range cordless phones, network servers and security products, wireless mesh 
networking for digital wireless network cities, to end-user wireless network products. Get 
connected, get EnGenius.

SendQuick: TalariaX™ develops and offers enterprise mobile messaging solutions for 
improving business workflow and productivity. Our award-winning range of ‘sendQuick’ 
SMS gateway solutions includes include IT Alerts & Notifications, Secure Remote Access via 
2-Factor Authentication, Broadcast messaging, Business Process Automation and System 
Availability Monitoring. These solutions are geared towards addressing critical business 
requirements to minimize disruption during unplanned system downtime and provide 
security and confidentiality of sensitive business data.

42Gears Mobility Systems: 42Gears is a leading Unified Endpoint Management 
provider, offering SaaS and On-premise based mobility solutions to secure, monitor and 
manage all business endpoints such as tablets, phones, desktops and wearables. 42Gears 
products support company owned as well as employee owned devices built on Android, 
iOS, Windows, Linux and ChromeOS platforms, and are used in verticals like healthcare, 
manufacturing, logistics, education and retail. 42Gears products are trusted by over 7000+ 
customers in more than 100 countries.

Our partners are asset for Bulwark. We consider 
our partners to be an integral part of the 
Bulwark Team. Our partners work together with 
us to give customers a great experience. Bulwark 
provides unique knowledge regarding all our 
Products and services to our wide partner 
network. Bulwark also strives to actively develop 
and maintain a personal relationship with each 
of our partners, to work together towards a 
common goal 

NetSupport: With 28 years’ development expertise and a 16 million worldwide install base, 
NetSupport is a leading producer of educational and corporate software solutions. Both 
industry experts and our customers worldwide consistently say that NetSupport products 
are the best in their class, so it’s no wonder they have won over 250 awards and counting.

If you are interested in partnering with us,
Visit: www.bulwark.biz / www.bulwarkme.com

Mail us at info@bulwark.biz

Get Started Now
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Innovative Security Solution Awards in Global Future Security Leaders 
Awards 2020 by GEC Media Group:

Best IT Companies to Work for 2020 by GEC Media Group

Awards and Recognitions

Bulwark recently was awarded the 
'Innovative Security Solution Award' in 
the prestigious Global Future Security 
Leaders Awards 2020 organized by 
GEC Media Group. The awards 
recognize and honors Bulwark for 
demonstrating excellence in providing 
Next-Gen Security Solutions and 
Cutting-Edge Technologies.

Bulwark recently was awarded the 'Top 10 IT Companies 
to Work for 2020' by leading media player, GEC Media 
Group. The award recognizes and honors Bulwark for 
being an eminent player and for the highest degree of 
employee engagement, growth opportunities and work 
atmosphere in the current market scenario
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We let our quality work and commitment to customer 
satisfaction be our slogan.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Bulwark Distribution FZCO
910, IT Plaza
Dubai Silicon Oasis, Dubai, UAE
Phone: +971 4 3262722
Email: info@bulwarkme.com
www.bulwarkme.com

Bulwark Technologies LLC
710, IT Plaza
Dubai Silicon Oasis, Dubai, UAE
Phone: +971 4 3335040
Email: info@bulwark.biz
www.bulwark.biz

Bulwark Technologies KSA
Share Farazdaq,
Near Ministry of Justice, Al Malaz
Al Riyadh,Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Phone : +966546247169
E-mail : asif@bulwark.biz
www.bulwark.biz

Middle East Offices: Bulwark KSA Office:
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